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Inner Landscapes is the latest in a series of exhibitions in which Sam Doctor explores the cultural significance of nature and landscape. Our social histories and culture are tied directly to 
images based in nature. A number of writers, from Simon Schama to Michel Foucault, have noted that in fact you can not begin to speak of a nature that is before or apart from culture; in 
a poststructuralist way of thinking there is no “return to nature”, no “wilderness” because there is no “state of nature” except for a theological or metaphysical one. Since the medieval 
period we have known that The Garden of Eden will not be found in some hidden part of the globe. Or more prosaically even if Antarctica and the Arctic are heritage wildernesses they are 
still connected to the modern, late capitalist world (either as exceptional natural ghettoes, or as ever more popular tourist destinations, or as places where the ozone layer is depleted). 
Sam Doctor plays with this tension between our cultural fantasies and our way of realizing these fantasies and concepts within the world. 

In a previous series Doctor focused on glaciers that work on a time scale far removed from human culture. Another series looked at the equally magnificent and sublime volcanoes of 
Indonesia, which were juxtaposed with the day to day realities of sulfur mining in the region. In this series the tension between culture and nature is made more direct: on a residency 
in the hyperpaced, hypercity, Tokyo, (at the prestigious 3331 ARTS CYD) Doctor retreated to the Wakayama Mountain prefecture. The exhibition is on one hand about asceticism and the 
otherworldliness of the old forests but on the other the invisible backdrop of this show is Tokyo itself, as a metaphor for hypermodernity. 

This trans-historical, almost anthropological longue durée, is crucial to this exhibition and to Doctor’s work as a whole. The trees are ancient and again speak to a power of nature beyond 
human culture.  Equally the ground of Mount Koya was brought into culture in the medieval period and was originally consecrated in 819 on the request of Kobo-Daishi, by Emperor Saga. The 
Shugendo sect of Japanese Buddhism founded by this monk, stressed the connection of humanity and nature, a commitment they still honour. Perhaps no country in the world best summarises 
the schism between old rituals concerning nature and modernity more than Japan. Japan modernized relatively quickly during the Meiji period and unlike some Western countries it allows 
modernity and the medieval to exist now side by side.

The Romantic nature of these images is obvious to the Western viewer and a valid response. The forests now have been displaced from Mount Koya in Doctor’s images and become as well 
the forests of fables and fairytales. David Caspar Friedrich’s  famous Monk and the Sea has a little known pendant piece which is apposite here, The Abbey in the Oakwood. Many cultures 
have folktales and mystical stories that connect with asceticism in extremes of nature. In both videos there is an invented ritual which attempts to straddle time and place. The medium 
of video itself already begins this displacement. Doctor’s videos allow for a multiplicity of resonances from Mary Magdalene in the wilderness to Yoda on the forest planet of Dagobah.

The photographic works suggest not only the forest close up but ask the viewer to see other landscapes and worlds as well. They become a microcosm of other natural effects. Gaston 
Bachelard expresses, in his Poetics of Space, how our imagination may take hold in our apperception of things and places. 

One particular discussion of miniatures suggests, “A bit of moss may well be a pine, but a pine will never be a bit of moss.” In the tradition of bonsai in Japan this sort of manipulation of 
place and scale is commonplace, and the forest or garden often represents the world and the heavens. 

Doctor travelled from Tokyo to Mount Koya on a contemporary pilgrimage. He found there another place, a heterotopic space, outside the normal running of things. Whether through the 
poetry of art or through meditation, Mount Koya suggested aesthetic possibilities beyond the everyday of Tokyo and his residency. This work is based on a critical beauty. 
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Photographic print
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Edition of 3 + 1AP

Price (including GST): $3,8OO
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Words Are Very Unnecessary
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HD Digital video with sound
 Duration 6:48

Edition of 3 
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When Figures From The Past Stand Tall
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HD Digital video with sound
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SAM DOCTOR

Education

Masters of Visual Arts Sydney College Of The Arts, Sydney University 2O12
Bachelor of Visual Arts (Honours) Sydney College Of The Arts, Sydney
University 2OO6

Selected Exhibitions
Solo shows

2O12, Inner Landscapes, Chalk Horse, Sydney
2O12, Typography of the mind, 3331 Arts CYD, Tokyo, Japan
2O11, A Song for the Stonebreakers, CACSA, Adelaide
2O11, A Song for the Stonebreakers, PICA, Perth
2O1O- A Song for the Stonebreakers, Chalk Horse, Sydney
2OO8- Where nightfalls all day long, Chalk Horse, Sydney
2OO7- until the end, Sherman Galleries, Artbox, Sydney
2OO7- Places we have never been, Chalk Horse, Sydney
2OO7- Places we have never been, Gaffa, Sydney

Group shows

2O11- Miami Art Scope fair, Miami, United States,
2O11- Art is an Irritant, Verge Gallery, Sydney
2OO9- Other World Square, Art and About, world square, Sydney
2OO7-Australian Graduate screenings, Federation Square, Melbourne
2OO5-Prospectus: projections in new media, Blank Space, Sydney
2OO4-Still life, New Space, Sydney

Grants, Residencies,

2O12-Artist Residence, 3331 Arts CYD, Tokyo, Japan
2O11-The Janet Holmes é Court Artists’ Grant Scheme supported through a
donation by Mrs Janet Holmes é Court, financial assistance from the Visual Arts
Board of the Australia Council and administered through NAVA.
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